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Editorial

CCP5 has been involved in or.ganising a NATO ASI which was lleld in
Bath a~ the beginning of September. A brief report <tnd reprint of the
abstract3 of the lectures is included in thl.c, i.'>sue of the newsletter.
Only three art.ides hil.ve been submitt.ed t()t" this newsletter. The secretarys would like to remind people tlwt contributions for the newsletter
are <1lways wekonh:.

Contributors to the current tsstte.
Our thanks go to:

D. R. Collins
C. ll. A. C<ttlow

Department of Chemistry,
University of Keele,
Keele_ Staffs ST5 5BG.

.M . .J. Davies

School of Chemistry,
University of Bath,
Oath.

M. P. Allen

H. H. \-V'ills Physics Labowtory
Royal Fort, Tyndall Avenue
Bristol BSS L'TL
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COMPUTER MODELLING OF NEW MATERIALS
UN!VE!lSITY OF !lRISTOL
A joint CCPS- CCP9 meeting
4 January- G January 1989
This conference will bring 'together experts in two areas of condensed matter research: atomistic computer simulation methods and electronic slructure
calculations. These two communities are supported in the UK'through the
SERC Collaborative Computaticmal Projects CCP5 and CCP9 respectively.
The aim of this joint meeting is to encourage cross-fertilization of ideas and
techniques in a variety of applications.
The theme of the conference w11l be the modelling of materials of current
technological interest. These include the new high-1~ superconductors, semiconductors, polymers and liquid crystals. The following have agreed to give
invited talks:

E. A. Colbourne
A. N. Cormack
D. Dunmur
M. Gillan
B. L. Gyorffy
R. Jones
W. Mackrodt
M. Payne
A. Sutton

(!CI Wilton)
(Alfred University)
(Shcfllcld University)
(Keele University)
(Bristol University)
(Exeter University)
(ICI Run corn)
(Cambridge University)
(Oxford University)

Time will be available for contributed papers and poster sessions.
The meeting will be held in Bristol University's Clifton Hill House, a
comfortable hall of residence with integral conference facilities. For further
details contact:

Dr. M. P. Allen
H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory
Royal Fort
Tyndall Avenue
BRISTOL BSS lTL
United Kingdom

Tel, (0272) 303030
JANET' MPA ~ UK.AC.BRISTOL.CSA
Note that the electronic mail address given in the first announcement of this
meeting (MPA 6:1 UK.AC.BRISTOL.PVA) is currently not available.

Registration form overleaf

)

COMPUTER MODELLING OF NEW MATERIALS
UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL
4 January" 6 January 1989
REGISTRATION FORM
NAME
ADDRESS

.............................................................

............................................................
... . ... . . .... . . . . : ... ............. . ..... . ......' .. .. ...' .. . .
.............................................................
.............................................................
.... . ... . . . .... . ... .. . .. .. . ........ ................... .. ....
........................................
.. ........ . . .... ....... .... . . .... .. .. . ..

.

Telephone
Electronic mail

CONFERENCE CHARGES
Registration fee t
Accommodation
Lunches 1 coffee and tea
Dinner on Wednesday 4 January
Conference dinner on Thursday 5 January

£10

£32
£14
£7
£!2

TOTAL (Please make payable to 'University of BristoP)

.............. .

tThe registration fee will be walved for students: supervisor's lcttet of support is required.

The accommodation charge covers bed and breakfast for the nights of 4 and
5 January. Lunches, coffee and tea will be prov1ded on all three days.
Please indicate here any special dietary requirements: ................... .

CO NT RIB UTED PAPERS
I do

I

do not wish to contribute an oral

I

poster presentation entitled:

PleMe enclose an abstract with this form. Abstracts should be prepared on
A4 paper with a 4 em. right~ hand margin. Slide and overhead projectors will
be provided. Please indicate if you require any other audio-visual equipment
(e.g. 16mm film, VHS video): .............................. , . , .......... .
It is intended to publish the proceedings of this meeting in a special issue of
the journal Molecular Simulation. To ensure that this appears in reasonable
time, only manuscripts which are given to the organizers at (or before) the
meeting will be accepted. Both oral presentations and posters may appear in
the proceedings, but all contributions will be subject to the usual refereeing
process. Instructions for authors are enclosed.
Please send th;s form, together with a cheque for the appropriate amount
made out to 'University of Bristol', and an abstract of your contribution, if
any, to the following address, to arrive no later than 18 November 1988:

D,. M. P. Allen
H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory
Royal Fort
Tyndall A venue

BRISTOL BS8 !TL
United Kingdom

ADVANCE NOTICE OF A CCPG SYMPOSIUM
••Novel Methods in Molecular Simulation''
at
Royal Holloway and Bedford New College,
Egham. Surrey: TVV20 OEX.

:J-JfLh J<du l989

This is a symposium

to discus;; a number of new techniques that are be-

coming increasingly relevant to the field of mofec1£lar swwlation. These include,
for example, cellular automata, neural nets, percolation lattice-based simulations,

aswel! as novel methods in

~i[D

and :viC.

A list of speakers so far includes:

o David He yes ( (T ni ~"ersi ty of London), Continuum Percolation methods <tnd
applicatiOns.

e Jan Naudts (University of Anterp), Applications of percolation and lattice

gas models.
• Dav1d Nicolaides (University of Bristol), Ising models and Mass Tensor

MD.

If yon are interested in attending or have comments, please contact.:
Dr.

0.:\T. Heycs, Department of Chemistry, Royal Holloway and Bedford New

College, Egham, Surrey TW20 OEX, UK. Tel.: 0784-3445.::; ext. :3401; JANET:

CHCAO!.S@UK.AC.RHBNC.V.UA
oc

Dr. W. Smith, Theory and Computation Section, SERC Daresbnry Laborat.ory,
Daresbury, \Varrin,gton VVA4 c~AD, UK. Tel.: 092:)-603000 ext.

WLo11 l!K.AC. DARES BURY.D LC: M
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3251, JANET:

Parallel Computer User Group-1st Workshop on Parallel Computing.
On 24th November 1988, Daresbury Laboratory is hosting a Workshop on Parallel

Comptuing.
The aim of the workshop is threefold. Primarily it will serve as the inaugural meeting
of the Parallel Computer User Group (see enclosed paper) which, as suggested by the
Science Board Computing Committee, should coordinate and suppon university
researchers who are interested in exploiting parallelism. Secondly it brings together
members of the Collaborative Computational Project (CCP) conununity in technical
matters of joint interest, with the backing of the CCP Steering Panel. Finally we aim to
familiarise our visitors with some aspects of the Oaresbury Labouuory's computing
strategy, including the distributed-memory iPSC/2 and Meiko M lO, shmed-memory
Convex C220 dual--processor vector minisuper and Ardent graphics workstation, <md
other transputer systems on site.
The experience we have of using this equipment may well be of interest to others.
The facilities will be made available for evaluation purposes, and the main machines
are accessible via JANET.
The rapid increase in parallel computing resources makes it vital to have regular
discussions in order to quickly disseminate new algorithms and techniques, as well as
to compare different computer architectures. Hopefully the meetlng will encourage that
process and stimulate activity in parallel computation in U.K. sctence.

PLEASE RETURN tf you are interested in the Parallel Computer
User Group to

R.J.Al!an (RJA@DL.DLGtH)
ARCG
Dareshury Laboratory
SERC
D(lresbwy
VI/arrington, WA4 4AD

Please tick appropriately:
1) I wish my name to be kept on the PCUG matlmg list [
2) I wish to attend the meeting at DL on 24/11/88
Name ....
Address ....

e ·-mail address ....
principal interests in parallel computing ....
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AGENDA

PCUO meeting

24/11/88

Main Lecture Theatre, Daresbury Laboratory
10.30 C 0 F FEE
10.45 Opening remarks and background
11.00 Transputer arrays
11.20 INTEL iPSC/2

B.T.Sutclrffe
D.Fmcham

M.F.Guest

11.40 Multit<lsking on shared-memory machines
12.00 Molecular modelling within ICI

12.15 Parullel computation in mMerials science
12.30 Geometric parallelism

V.R.Saunders
].Kendrick

PJ.Durham
R.J.Blake

12.45 Concurrency in molecular simulation

W.Smith

1.00 L UN C Hand infonnal discussion over coffee
2.00 FORTNET and FORTRAN progranuning

R.J.Allan

2.20 Mathematical Subrourine Libraries

L.M.De!ves

2.40 Environment, Graphics and Support

J .F.L.Hopkinson

3.00 Reports of the Project Teams
4.00 Closing remarks and disperse

M.F.Guest

General News
JOII'<T CCP4/CCPS MEETING A study weekend on Molecui<H·
Simulation and Protein Cr;vstallogrnphy will be held <tt DaH~s
bnry on '27th-'28th ,J:;uwMy !989. The stllcly we;~kend will bring together workers iu molecular simulation together with those inmlved
in rrotein structure detenninati,)n to dis.::uss the background and
application of molecular dynamics software (XPLOR awl CRO)_,[QS) in the modelling of protein structure~. The Illain techniques
which will be cllscussed are molecttl(l.r dynamics structure factor refinement and the indttSion of N1IR NOC data in the reflnement of
macromolecular strucltues.
frn-ited speakers include

L. Caves
E. Dodson
\V. van Gunsteren
[. Haneef
T. Harvey

(York)

(Ym·k)
(Groningen)
(Leeds)
(Oxi~Jrcl)

W. G. J. Hol
J. Kuriyan
P. F. Lindley
G. Taylor
W. Weiss

(Croningcn)
(New York)
(Birkbe.:.:k)
(O.d'onl)
(Yale)

further information will be available shortly.

The practical calculation of interionic potentials in solids A two
day meeting to be held at the University of Keele on 3rcl-4th April
1989. rt is being organised by Dr. A. fhrker (Harwell) and Dr. R.
Grimes (Keele). Invited speakers include
N C. Pyper
~-£. Leslie

S.C. Parker
B. Vessal

R. A. Jackson
.J. H. Harding

\V. C. i\Iackroclt
D. L. Cooper

A poster session will be held for which all delegates Me invited to
submit contributions. The pl'Oceedings will be published as an issue of i.violecular Simulatiotl. Further information rn<tj be obtained
from Dr. R. Grimes, Department of Chemistry, Gni Vet"sity of Keel(,,
Keele, Staffs. ST5 58 G.

Future rneetings A CECAlv[ workshop is being organised on the computer simulation of minerals. This will be held in London in Spring
1989. Further details m(l.y be obtained from Dr. G. D. Price, Department of Geological Sciences. University College, University of
London, Gower Street, London WClE dBT.
Visitots Progrmnme CCP5 ttse.o. some of its funds to support visitors
to the U.I<. from abroad. Readers are invited to sttggest suitable
names of foreign visitors. Please contact the CCPS secretMies if
you are interested.

Dares bury Dares bury ha;·e obtained an INTEL IPSC/2 as replacement
for the FPS T:20 There is an announcement in this newsletter

about a parallel computing workshop to be held at
:-iovember 2'1th.

Dar~sbury

on

C:\ti RCC FMRCC have announced that the Cyber 205 is to be repl<tced
b),. an Amdahl VP 1200. This will u~e the [BLvi i\1VS;'XA operating
system. The CYBER 205 will be withdrawn from service at the
end of the year. At the s<tme time the ROSCOE operating ~ystem
will be withdrawn. Files written using ROSCOE (M\'S) will no
longer be able to be read by users who have no allocation on the
VP system. Such files sholtld be transferred to VM/C:'viS. ThE!
{1\-[SL library will also be withdrawn and users sho1lid convert to
use NAG.
ULCC ULCC ha;·e announced that the two CRAY-J.S computers will
be replaced by a single CRAY X-i\TP /28. It is expected to install
the new compnter at Christmns. COS L 16 will br. installed soon
on the CRAY-lS computers. Users are ad~·ised to recompile their
programs on the CRAY-lS l\.5ing COS L.l6 and then recompile
<tgain once the XMP arrives. VVork is also in progre~s at lTLCC on
the conunon user interface, V~d/C1viS will be used on the Amdahl
and VAX/VMS will be available as an interface to the COS.
CRAY TIL\. IE CCP.S participants are reminded that CCP5 has an annual allocation of Cray time at: Rutherford (Cray XiviP-48), which
is available for the development of simulation programs which are
of general Ltse to the CCP5 conuuunity. Re<tders who wish to Ltse
some of this allocation should write to the CCP5 Secretary, Dr.
l'vi. Leslie. TCS Division, SERC Dares bury Laboratory. Daresbury,
Warrington WA'1 4AD.

lJ

The CCP5 Program

Lihr<~ry.

V•ie Me rleasecl to report the addition of more programs to the library.
\Ve arc grateful to Drs. Tildesky '.l!ld Allen for their contribution>.
These programs originally appearecl on microfiche in til'! book "Com,
puter Simulation of Liquids'' by M.P. Allen and D. J. Tildesley, pnb·
lished h_r Oxtlm.l University Prr.ss. 1987. They <tre made freely (l.V<tilable
to members of CCP5, in the hopo thrlt they will he usefuL The inttm·
tiotl 'ts t.o clarify points made in the b·~xt:, ralfler than to pro~·icle a pit~ce
of cGde suitable for direct use in a research application. \Ve c.:;cribe no
commet·cial value to the prngr;tms themselves. Although a few complete
!ll'ogrants <~re provided, our aim has been to offer building block:; r<\ther
than bli\ck boxes. As L. u as we are aware. the programs work correctly,
Out we can accept. no n:sponslbi!ity for t.he consequences of any errors,
and W<:Jt!ld be grateful to hear from you if you find i\ll.Y. You should always clvcck out. a routine for yonr parricular application. The programs
contain some explanatory comment~, and are written, in t.he main, in
l''ORTH.AN-77. One or two rontines an: written ut f3r\SIC', for use on
rnicrucomput<'rs. [n the ab.-;ence ot' any universally agreed standard for
HAS!C. we have chosen a vtery rudimentary di<tlect. Thes•2 programs have
been run on an Acorn model B computers. Hopd'ully the translation of
these pcograms into more sophisticated \anguag;es .mch as PASCAL or C
should not be difficult.
The CCP5 [lrogram Library prcwides programs ;tnd document.:tt.ion
free ot' charge to academic centres llpon appliwtion to Dr. \V. Smith,
TCS Dil'ision, S.E.R.C. Daresbury Laboratory, Daresbury, Warrington
VVr\4 ·1AD, {.f.i(.. Listings of programs are availahle if r~~quirecl but it is
recommended that magnetic tapes (to he supplied by the applicanq be
used. It may also be possible to tr<tnsfer a small number of programs over
the .JA:\'ET network to otfwr computer centres in the UJ( .. Pleasr: not.e
tlwt ttse cJf inappropriate packing for magnetic tapes (e.g. padded bag~)
nHty result tn them being considered Hnn>able by Daresbury Comput.ing
Di•·isiott and returned without the n~quin~d software. Please ensure that
tht~se forms ot' packaging are not used. A list of programs a1·;,ibble is
pre.'it'nted in t:he following pages, We should also like to remind our
readers that we would welcome contribttt.ion~ to the Progwm Library.
The Library e:(lst.~ to provide support. for the research etforts of en~ryone
active in computer sinuthttion and to this end we are alwa,vs ple<lsecl to
r:xt<'ncl the ranw~ of ~oftwMe available. [f any of our readers have any
prograws they would like to make i\\'ailable, please woLdd th~C·,v cont<•ct
Dr. Stnith

'l .,

.~.l.

Table l: INDEX

F.l
F .:2
F3

FA
F ..s

F.G
P.T
F.S
F.9

F.JO
F. ll
F'.1:2
F.l:l

F.H
F !5
F.l6
f.l7

F.l8
F. 19

F.:20
F .:21
F.:2:2
F :23
F .:24
F.'25
F.:2G
f.27
F.28
F.:29
F.30
F :JJ

F.32
F.:J3

F.:H
F.35
f.36

F.37

PFRJODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN VARlOUS GEOMETRIES
5-VALFE GEAR PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR ALGORITHM
LOW-STORAGE MD PROGRAMS !iSING LEAPFROG VERLET ALGORITHM
VELOCITY VERSIOCJ OF VERLET ALGORITHM
Q!iATERNlON PARAMETER PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR ALGDRITH>,I
LEAPFROG ALGOIUTH':IS FOR ROTATIONAL MOTION
CONSTRAINT DYNAMICS FOR A NONLINEAR TRIATOMIC MOLECULE
SHAKE ALGORITHM FOR CONSTRAINT DYNAMICS OF A CHAIN MOLECULE
RATTLE ALGORITHM FOR CONSTRAINT DYNAMICS OF A CHAI:-1 MOLECULE
HARD SPHERE MOLECULAR DYNAMICS PROGRAM
CONSTANT·NVT MONTE CARLO FOR LENNARD.JONES ATO:\'[S

CONSTANT-NPT MONTE CARLO ALGORITHM
THE m;ART OF A CONSTANT MU VT MONTE CARLO PROGRAM
ALGORITH':I TO HANDLE INDICES IN CONSTANT MU VT MONTE CARLO
ROUTINES TO RANDo;,ILY ROTATE MOLECULES
HARD DUMB-BELL MONTE CARLO PROGRAM
A SIMPLE LENNARD-JONES FORCE ROUTINE
ALGORITHM FOR AVOIDING THE SQUARE ROOT OPERATION
THE VERLET NEIGHBOUR LIST
ROUTINES TO CONSTRUCT AND USE CELL LINKED-LIST METHOD
MlTLTIPLE TIMESTEP ':IOLECULAR DYNAMICS
ROUTINES TO PERFORM THE EWALD SUM
ROUTINE TO SET UP ALPHA FCC LATTICE OF LINEAR MOLECGLES
INITIAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
ROUTINE TO CALCULATE TRANSLATIONAL ORDER PARAMETER
ROUTINES TO FOLD/UNFOLD TRAJECTORIES IN PERIODIC BOUNDARIES
PROGRAM TO COMPFTE TIME CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
CONSTANT-NVT MOLECULAR DYNAMICS- EXTENDED SYSTEM METHOD
C:ONSTANT-NVT MOLEClTLAR DYNAMICS- CONSTRAINT METHOD
CONSTANT-NPH MOLE:C:ULAR DYNAMICS- EXTENDED SYSTEM METHOD
CONSTANT-NPT 1viOLECULAR DYNAMICS- CONSTRAINT METHOD

CELL LINKED-LISTS IN SHEARED BOUNDARIES
BROVVNIAN DYNAMICS FOR A LENNARD-JONES FLUID
AN EFF[CIENT CLUSTERING ROUTINE

THE VORONOI CONSTRUCTION IN 2D AND 3D
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF HARD LINES IN 2D
ROUTINES TO CALCULATE FOURIER TRANSFORMS
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THE C:C:P5 PROGRAM LIBRARY.

ADMIXT
CARLOS

[),[D,LJA/MIX,LF,TH+MSD +RDFf

VV. Smith

[:viC, VS + Aquo,T H]

CARLAN

;oA.C'ARLOS structLtre <tnalysis]

CASCADE

[LS, D 11. EM,TH +STRj

CTRDEN
DENCOR

;oA.Cum:nt o.,.nsity Correlations]

EXA~.IP[,ES

(Book Examples)

HLJL
HLJ2

!MD.L.J,\,LF,'l'Il+MSD+RDFl
!!I.·ID ,f,.J A,L F ,TH +:VIS D-r- H. DF +VACF]
)1! [) ,LJ A ,LF/LC,TH+ \v!SD-;- RD F]

B. Jonsson
s. Romano
B. Jonsson
s. Romano
).[. Leslie/
VV. Smith
VV. Smith
VV. Smith
D. Tildesley
:VI. P. Allen
D.~·I. He yes
!UL He yes
D.)J. He yes
D.),{. He yes
0 \I. He yes
D.)J. Heyes
S.~J. Thompson
VV.F. ~·an Gunsteren/
D..\J. He yes
N. Cot·bin

HLJ.3

HLH

HLJS
HLJ6
I!).[OL-\T

HSTOCH

fDA. Density Correlations!

[\ID ,LJ A,LF/ C P +CT ,T ff.:. MSD+ RD F]
(:\·ID,LJ A/SF,LF,TH+ MSD -1- RDF'j
[MD ,LJ A,TA,TH +- MS 0-i- RD Fj

>ro, LJD ,G5 • Q4,'l' II+ ',lSD +QC]
(\[0/SD,VS+BA,LF+C A.TH)

MC'N

[MC,L.J A,TH]

MCLSF

[:VIC,LJ A,TH]

MC:MOLDYCi ),rDl)JC,LJS f-FC+AQ,
LF+QF/C:5+QS.TH •RDFf

C:.P. \Villiams/
S. Gupta

\fCRP1'[
\IDATCH!

[)•lC:,RPE,TH "RDFi
'[MD,LJ A,G5,TH !· RDF +MSDtQCJ

A. Laaksone11
D.\L Heyes
,3.)1[. Thompson

MD ATOM
MDDIAT
\lDDlATQ
MD!ONS

[MD,LJ A,LF ,TH +~~ISO+ RD F)
[ MD,r.JD. LF +CA,T H +MSD j
[MD .LJ 0 + PQ,LF+CA,TH +·MSD}
[MD ,BH M ,LF ,TH + MS D ·!· RD F -i-STF)

D.
D.
0.
D.

MOLIN
MDLINQ
MD MANY

l,\[D,LJ L .,.. PQ,G5+Q4,'ffi + MSD +QC)

Findw.m
Fincham/
~. Anastasiou
S.M. Thompson.
S.M Thompson

!MD ,LJS •· FC: ,LF +QF,Tf(

D. Fincham/

[MD, LJS /MIX. LF .cQF ,TH]
[~,ID ,LJS -1- FC/ MIX, LF -:--QF ,TH]

'vV. Sntith

!\-l D, LJL,G5 ·'· Q4,TH +~·IS D-:--QCj

Fincham
Finchitm

Vlf. Smith

MD?vl!XT

MDMPOL
MD POLY
\IDMULP

MDSGWP
MD TETRA
MDZO!D

VI/. Smith/

D. Fincham
S.M. Thompson
W. Smith
[idD,LJ.~.\/SGWP,LF,TH+VACF+RDF+QC] 'vV. Smith/
I\. Singer
S.L>,I. Thompson
•MD ,L.JT ,C:5iQ·l.TH +· MSD +QC'
MD,C:AU ,LF , QF,TH 1· MSD HlDF·c \'ACF; W. Smith
),m,L.JS,G5+G}LTH_.;__l'vfSD ·f·QC]
iMD,LJS+PD+PQ/MtX.LF+QF,TH!

[liT, Namelist enut!ation]
['clC,LJ A,!lF D,TH]

NA~rEL!ST
SCN
SURF

y[O,BHM/TF /2D,LF,TH+ RDF[

SY'-ILAT
THBf'[T

LS,PIL,EM+SYM,TH+ST!lj

,LS,PIL,EM,Potential fitting]
THB PHON: [,S ,P IL/3B, EM,Phonon dispersion]

THB!lEL

[LS,PIL,EM,TH+ST!l)

K. Refson
N Corbin

D.M. f[eyes
H<Uwell
Harwell
Harwell
Harwell

[(e,y:

Program types:

MD
l\JC

LS
SO
DA

liT
System models:

LJA
LJD
LJL
LJT

LJS

RPE
BHM
SGWP
TF

vs
BA
PD

PQ
MIX
GAU
fC:

PIL
OIL
38
20

SF
FC
AQ
Algorithm:

G5

;\[olecular dynamics
\Ionte Carlo
Laltice simulations
Stochastic dynamics
!Jato nnoly;i;
Utility package
Lennard"Jones atoms
Lennarcl-Jortes diatomic molecules
Lenrw.ui-.Jones linear moleotles
Lennard- Jones te;trahedral molecules
Lennard-Jones site molecules
Restricted primitive electrolyte
Born-Huggins- ?vi eyer ionics
Spherical gaussian wavepackets
Tosi-Fumi ionics
Variabl" ~i~e-site model
Bond angle model
Point dipole model
Point quadn1pole model
Mixtures of molecules
Gaussian molecule model
Fractional charge model
Per!Bct ionic lattice model
Defective ionic lattice model
:3-body force model
Two dimensional simulation
Shifted force potenti<tl
Fractional charge model
Aqueom solutiom

Q·<

Gear 5th order predictor-corrector
Quaternion plus ·Hh. order Gear P-C.

LF

Leapfrog ( i/er!et)

QF

Fincham Quaternion algorithm
Sonnenschein Qllaternion algorithm

QS

Link-cdls ~-m algorithm

LC
CP
CT
TA
CA

Con~tant premrre
Conohnt tempemtme
Toxvaerd MD algorithm
Conotrnlnt nlgor·lthm

EL'v!

Energy minimisation

Snr

Synunnt." arlapterl nlgorlthm
Ro~sky- Friedman- Doll algorithm

RFD
Properties·

TH
liJSD

RDF
STF
VACF

QC
STR

15

Thermorlyn<1.ntic properties.
)Jean. square-dis pl<tcement

Radial distribution function
Strudnre factor
Velocity autocorrelation ftmction
Quantum cotTections
Lat t.ice stresses

'I'lm:JRETICAL CHEMISTRY

LOCATION:

Department of Chemistry, Umversity of North carolina, Chapel
Hill, North carolina.

DURATION:

One year; can be extended.

SALARY:

$18,000/year or more, depending on qualifications.

December 1988
Strong background in theoretical chemistry and experience
with comput~.
JOB DESCRIPI'ION:

Participation in research work on the structure and dynamics
of aqueous solution in bulk and especially at interfaces,
theoretical study of reactions in corrlensed phases. Recent
examples of research can be found in J. Chern. Phys. 88, 7014
(1988), J. Chern. Phys. 87, 6682 (1987), J. Chern. Phys. 86,
376 (1987).

FACILITIES:

Computational facilities include VAX 11/780, IEM 3081 and
CONVEX 2 on campus. Computational time is available on CRAY
XMP by access to Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center. In
addition, starting Fall 1989 the North carolina
Supercomputer Center will host a CRA.Y Y-MP/432 supercomputer.

APPLICATION:

candidates should send a curriculum vitae and a statement of
research interests to:

Professor Max Berkowitz
Department of Chemistry
University of North carolina
CB# 3290, Venable Hall
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290
Telephone: (919) 962-1218
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Computer Simulation Studies of Micas and other layered Silicates
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muscovite provides a dg·orous test of the interatomic potentials employed
in many earlier studies of metal oxides and simple silicates.

As in OUl'

JVious studies of framew-ork structured silicates, the fully ionic model
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used,

h"ith

body

bond

bending

terms

included

in

the

t.etn.1hedral interactions.

The 1mit cell dimensions of both ener·gy minimised and free energy
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The free ener.!?:Y minimisation at 300£\ usrld the quasi-harmonic techniqueS
recent.ly developed by Parl\et·.
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This clearly t·esults from the '"eak interlayer bonding and

reveals the necessity to include the effects of thermEII expansion in the
simulation of such a material.

The elastic stiffness modulii of both simulations also agree well with
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rather
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He also

cm·rectly pr·edict c 1 5 to be negative (-0.19 at Ok, -0.17 at 300k cf expt
-0.20).
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stable, '"hile those \Vith cation radii larger than 0.78A (:V!n2+, cd2+) are
not.
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Fe2+
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-575.216

cct2+

0.950

-569.188

We

not only predict the experimentally unstable compositions to have the

least favourable lattice energ·ies, but the conect order of stability in the

observed structures.

We also reproduce the trends in the response of

the unit cell dimensions and polyhedral distortions (tetrahedral rotation

and octahedral flattening) to octahedral cation substitution.

These results tog·ethet' 1vith the close agreement of bond lengths and

and bond anglefl to experiment, give confidence in the use of our fully
ionic potential model in the simulation of micas.
\,·hen

compared

to

experimental

observations

We have also shO\Vtl that
at

t'OOIU

temperature,

r:nlculated pt·operthos can be significantly improved by using free energ·y

mlnimis;J.lion simulations, particulal'!y in the case of cq:stals l.hat exhibit
He:.tk interactions in one or mot·n dit'ections.

Despite the success of our potential model,
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othet·
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layers

hydrogen
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bonded

hyors of Kaolinite have proved the most difficult, with the simulation of
pyrophyllite, w·hose inter'layer attraction is dominantly 3 Van der \Vaals

type, also being poor.

The simulation of these structures, Hhose layers

at'e mot·e '''ealdJ-' bonded than micas, clearly t·equir·e a more sophisticated
potential mod(-;!,

Modelling Morphology of Ionic Crystals
Mark J. Davies
School of Chemistry, University of Bath, Bath

In this short note I shall describe a recently developed program for generating the crystal
morphology and the important role that energy minimisation plays in calculating the morphology.
Early work by Gibbs(!) and Wulff(2) established that evaluating the surface energies of each crystal
face is sufficient to give the equilibrium morphology of small crystals. In this work the surface
energies were determined using the MIDAS code developed by P.W. Tasker( 4) where the crystal is
divided into two regions; a surface region where the ions are allowed to relax to their minimum
energy positions and a bulk region where the ions are held fixed. However, one limitaion of this
technique is that dynamic and en tropic effects are not included.
The approach for calculating the morphology follows the work of Dowty(4). This takes the
spacegroup, lattice vectors and Miller indices with their corresponding surface energy rand goes
through 4 stages.
1) Generating the vector plane equation for each input plane and all symmetry related planes.
The program requires a single Miller index which is a member of a group of symmetry
related planes. Using the atomic positions in the spacegroup the symmetry matrices for the crystal
and all their possible products can be generated. Thus the position y, y-x, -z gives the m:mix

0 1 0)
s,=-110
( 0 0 -1
The symmetry related Miller indices are obtained by multiplying the Miller vector by the
inverse of the SP matrices (inverse because the face indices are reciprocal of [he axial intercepts).
This gives us the set of all the symmetry planes in the crystals coordinate system. It is much easier to
handle things in a cartesian system so these are converted by means of a conversion matrix M where

M

av 1

0

OJ

av 2
b sino: 0
{ acosp bcoso:: c

--) I-cos2o:: - cos 2 ~ - cos2y - 2cos a cos p cos r
sin a

a, b, c, o:, p and ·tare the unit cell dimensions obtained from the lattice vectors (5). The Miller
indices for the planes are convened from crystal to cartesian coordinate systems by postmultiplying
by the inverse matrix M-1
This now giVes the vector equation for each plane in the form
Ax+ By+ Cz =D
where A, B and C nre the components of the normalised plane vector. Dis the perpendicular
distance from the plane to the origin and is proportional to the surface energy.
2) Generation of the vertices for the equilibrium crystal Morphology

The coordinates of the vertices are found by solving the three simultaneous plane equations
for all planes generated in section 1, If a generated vertex is part of the crystal it must lie on or inside

all the faces of the crystal. This is checked by calculating the perpendicular distance of the corner
from each plane in the crystal. If any of these are greater than zero the vertex is beyond one of the
faces of the crystal and is therefore discarded.
3) Genera dog edges of crystal from the vertices

A pictorinl representation of the crystal requires the edges. These are obtained by considenng
all possible pairs of vertices, if the pair have two planes in common then an edge exits between
them. In the program these edges are then grouped into faces.
4) Plot out the crystal morphology

The crystal morphology can now be plotted out, rotated to view the morphology from any
angle.
Application: Hematite
This technique can be illustrated by application to hematite cx-Fe2 0 3 where a detailed
experimental study is available(6) for comparison. The surface structure and energy were evaluated
for each crystal face and after energy minimisation all surfaces show a high degree of relaxation but
the amount of relaxation is unique to each individual surface. An important consequence of this IS
that the relative stabilhy of the surfaces change on relaxation. Before relaxation the order of stability

is
{!012) < {1120) < {1011) < {0001) < {10!0)
and after it is
2)

(1012} < (1010} < (1120}

= (0001} <(lOll}

The effect of this reordering has a dramatic effect on the predicted morphology (Figure 1).
We go from a simple rhombohedral form for the unrelaxed structure to a complex habit for the
relaxed structure. Comparing our predicted morphology with crystals grown by Bressieres and Buro
(6) yields good agreement although the basal plane is more prominem in the crystal that they quote.
This shows the important effect relaxation has on surface energy and therefore morphology, the
unrelaxed morphology being in complete disagreement with the experimental crystals. Thus this
indicates that we cannm consider surfaces as simple bulk terminations as is common in most
analytical methods of predicting morphology such as the periodic bond chain approach developed by
Hartman and Perdok(7).
1. Gibbs J W 1928 Collected Works (Longman, New York)
2. Wu1ffG 1901 Z. Kristallogr. Kristallgeom. 34 449
3. Tasker P W 1978 Harwell Report No. AERE-R9130
4. Dowty E 1980 Am. Mineralogist. 65 446
5. Terpstra P and Codd L W Crystallometry (Acedemic Press~ New York)
6. Bressieres J and Baro R 1973 J. Crys. Gr. 19 218
7. Hanman P and Perdok W 1955 Acta Cryst. 8 49,521,525
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(b)
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(c)

Figure r· Predicted morphologies for Fez03 a) unrelaxed b) relaxed
c) schematic of experimental morphology
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PATH INTEGRAL SIMULATION OF ROTORS
M P. Allen
H. H Wills Physics Laboratory
Royal Fort, Tyndall Avenue
BRISTOL BS8 lTL
This long-overdue artiCle arose out of my participation in a 1987 CECAM
workshop on 'Quantmn Simulation of Condensed Matter'. That workshop was
dtvided into two halves; one discussing the Car-Parrincllo method, and the
other looking mainly at the path-integral approach. I was involved with the
path-integral simulation group, and was especially interested in discussing the
treatment of molecules with rotational degrees of freedom. It turns out that
some of the problems faced in the stmulation of rotors are closely reluted to the
trentment of exchange in atomtc boson and fermion systems. In some Wllys, the
one-dimensional rotor problem is simpler. I shall not review the basic formalism
of path-integral Monte Carlo here: an introduction to the subject can be found
elsewhere [1].
There has already been some work on quantum simu!atwn of systems wtth
rotational degrees of freedom, notably the simulation of water o.t ambient tempero.tures [2]. The bo.sic formalism of the rotational problem, and differences
from the translational case, have been deo.lt w1th in these papers. I wished to
dnrify (in my own mind at least!) points which become important at low temperature, specifically the effect of periodicity on the density matrix and the symmetry restrictions imposed on (for example) homonucleo.r dtatomic molecules.
A typico.l system of interest might be hydrogen or deuterium adsorbed at a
graphite surface; similar points would apply to solid hydrogen or methane.
Consider a molecule constrained, perhaps by a strong surface field, to lie flat
in a plane. It co.n rotate in the plane, man external potential field. For a planar
rotor such as this there is one angular coordinate. The free-rotor wave-functions
and energy levels, of course, ll.te

1
. "
~eXplm'l'
v2rr
( 1I

Em'

with m == 0, ±1, ±2, ... and B = ti. 2 f2I, I being the moment of inertia, The freerotor density mn.trix p(¢t,fh;f3) at temperature T with j3 == 1/kBT is written
as the usual sum over states:
~

2::

exp im¢12 exp -{3Bm 2

(2)

m::-oo

with ¢; 12 == 1>1 -¢ 2 . This expression is even in ¢ 1 2, as the complex exponentials
can always be combined to give cosine functiotlS. More usefully, however, we
can apply the Poisson sum formula for Fourier transforms, to re-write p as

(3)
This is a sum of an infinite number of overlapping Gaussians in ¢ 12 == ¢ 1
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Figure 1: Sketch of the density m.ntrixp(¢' 12 ) (solid line) as a sum of overlapping
Gaussians (dashes), and the associated quantum potenlial1t(¢ 12 ).
centred at 0, ±27r, ±47r etc. , and has period 21r (see FigLue 1). The single
Gau.,sian corresponding to k ;:;:: 0 is just like the analogous translational free
particle density matrix. Writing p(¢ 12 ) = exp~,Bu(¢ 12 ) gives rise to the standard harmonic 'spring' potential <t(¢u) between beads in the polymer of the
classical isomorphism. In the rotor case, u(¢12) becomes a periodic potential
with minima at ¢ 12 = 0, ±27r ... , and maxima at ,P 12 = ±1r ...
At high temperatures the potential is very strong, and the harmonic approximation is good.
At lower temperatures, correction terms arise from the overlapping Gaussians
in p. These correspond to paths between ,P 1 and ¢ 2 which make one or more
complete revolutions in angle between the end points. Drawing the paths on
the surface of a cylinder, with motion along the axis representing imaginary
time, and ¢12 corresponding to rotation about the axis, is a useful visual aid
(see Figure 2). Indeed, 1f one draws the molecular axes as diameters across the
cylinder, the path resembles a section of a ribbon in three dimensions.
In the usual way, we write the partition function for a single quantum rotor
as a classical configuration integral involving P rotors:

I4)
where PlZ is shorthand for p(rh,¢z;,6/P) etc. Note that each term now has
inverse temperature ,13/ P instead of ,13. The polymer of linked beads is cyclic:
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Figure 2: Paths ¢ over an imaginary time interval j3h drawn in the plane, and
on the surface of a cylinder. We also show the 'ribbon' picture for the untwisted
and single-twist paths.

the classical isomorphism becomes a path drawn on the surface of a torus. It
is essential to allow the whole trajectory to sample paths in which one or more
angular turns are made during the circuit in imaginary time, i.e. to allow
twisted ribbon forms as well as the obvious untwisted configuration. See Figure
3. Singly- and multiply-twisted configurations will be higher in energy, and
hence less likely, because the 'springs' are more stretched in these cases. Clearly,
however, this situation depends upon the temperature and the value of P: it is
precisely these effects that become interesting in the quantum regime.
Let us quickly note a couple of points. An external potential energy term
should have been included in the above equations; we are sticking to the freerotor case for simplicity of notation. Similarly we could generalize to the case
of many interacting rotors. Also, it should be noted that the quasi-topological
classification of configurations by twist or winding number is not strict, since
the links between beads are not unbreakn.ble. There is a finite barrier to twisting/untwisting, that could, in principle, be traversed.
All these types of configuration should be sampled (with the appropriate
Boltzmann weights) in a path-integral simulation. In principle, interconversion
of twisted and untwisted forms could occur naturally during the simulation,
but as a practical matter this is highly unlikely \mlcss special efforts are made.
Introducing a 211" twist involves crossing a high barrier and carrying out a mul-

Figure 3· Cyclic paths ~ over an imaginary hme interval {3f~ drawn on the
surface of a torus, in the 'ribbon' form, and projected onto the angle plane. 'vVe
show the untwisted and single-twist paths.
tipartide move, with possible large changes in the external potential term.
The above observations apply to (say) heteronudenr diatomic molecules like
HD. For homonuclear species, in well-defined nuclear spin states, symmetry
restrictions apply to the dellSity matrix: a change in angle ~tz by 1r must lead
to eitlwr no change (symmetric case) or a change of sign (antisymmetric case).
This corresponds to restridi11g the sum in eqn (2) to even values of m or odd
'lalues of m respectively.
For the symmetric case, the density matrix p+ has periodicity 1T and is always
positive. This can be seen in the Poisson sum expression analogous to eqn (3):

(5)
p+ and the corresponding quantum spring potential are shown schematically
in Figure 4. Half-twisted configurations of the classical ring polymer 'ribbon',
i.e. MObius strip configurations, are now allo,Ved and must be sampled, but
otherwise the technical problems arc as for the heteronuclear case.
For the antisymmetnc case, the density matrix p- takes positive and nega-
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Figure 4: Sketch oft he density matrix p+ and the associated quantum potential
u+ (solid lines). We also show p- and its potential u- (dashes).

tive values;

P-(1>,/>,;m =

~

/oi~B

L

(-·1)'exp(-(¢wfkrr)'/4fiB).

(6)

k=c;~co

This presents a problem; negative weights cannot be used directly in a Monte
Carlo sampling program. Put another way, the quantum potential diverges
at ¢ 12 ::::: ±7r/2 and is undefined outside this range (see Figure 4). One way
around this is to incorporate the changes of sign (t~. factor of -1 for each nearestneighbour angle¢ snch that 1¢1 > -rr/2) with the quantity to be averaged, and
conduct the sampling with the absolute Y11.lue distribution g :::: IP-1 , which again
has periodicity 1t". (This choice is not the only one. We could seG g::::: p+, which
has a roughly similar form, and follow through in the same way: this might
have advantages.) The appropriate formulae for ensemble averages are exactly
those used in umbrella sampling with a specified weight function. Explicitly,

<A>::::: Id¢1 I d¢2· (Pi2/eu)(P2a/an) ... et2!?n···A.
I d¢1 I d¢2 ... (Pld G'd(Pia/ !?n) ··ll12lln··

( 7)

We define a weighting function W which is the product ofall the mtios (p!2 /g 12 ),
(Pial on) . .-. i.e. , in this case, of all the nearest-neighbour sign changes; hence W
takes values ±1. We COJlduct simulations using!} as the sampling distribution,
and denote averages in this ensemble by < .. > w Then eqn (7) becomes simply

< A >=< W A >w J < W >w .

(8)

Unfortanately, the averages will involve positive and negative contributions
which will substantially cancel at low temperature, giving poor statistics. Otherwise, the situation is very close to that described above for the symmetric
case.
The key question that remains, in all the above cases, is how to introduce
twists and half-twists into the configuration during the course of a simulation?
This problem is particularly acute if there ex.1sts an externnl potential actmg
on the rotor, or if there are significant intermolecular interactions in a system
of many rotors. We can take our lead here from quantum simulations of sys~
terns of identical atoms The points made above are essentially identical with
those faced in the simulation of atomic bosons and fermions, which is not really
surprising. The relation between the unrestricted density matrix p of eqn (3)
and the symmetrized functions p± of eqns (5,6) may be written (apart from
normoJizing factors)
p± (I>.,¢,;~)

~ L(±l( P(l>,, PI>,;~)

(9)

p

where Pis a symmetry operation (here P¢:::: ¢or¢+ 1r), and the (±1) factor
is the signature of the operation. The sum is over all such operations (here

Jl

just two). For the general bose/fermion case we sum over all (even and odd)
permutations P of identical particles. The observation above, that there are
unpleasant cancelling terms in the antisymmetric ensemble averagt!, comes up
again and again in the consideration of strongly-interacting fermion systems.
There does not seem to be a qUlck and easy way out of this one. The other
problem, of introducing drastic modifications of the polymer chain during the
simulation, has received some attention [3,4,5]. Possible solutions involve direct
sampling of the internal degrees of freedom of the polymer chain, using the
external potential in a standard accept/reject prescription. This may entail
complete or partial reconstruction of the ring polymer during a Monte Carlo
move [5,6,7], rather thanju5t undertaking single-be11.d moves. The rotor system
seems to provide a simple test-bed for these methods.
The author is particularly grateful to Mike Gillan and Michie! Sprik for
helpful conversa.tions at CECAM.
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fntroduction to Computer i\.'[odelling of fluids, polymet·s and
Solids
C. R. A- Catlow, Department of Chemistry, University of Keele, Staffs,
ST5 58G

Abstract
This l~<cture will sun1111at"ise the scope of con~ernporary modelling tech~
niques, and will highlight some recent achievements of simulation methods ..'\n introduction will be given to the key area of intewtotnic potentials. Limitations of present techniques will be discussed and the likely
future directions of the fit!lcl will be sunuurtrisecl.
Enet·gy Minimisation studies of Defects in Solids

C. R. A. Cat low, Department of Chemistry, University of Keele, Staffs,
S1'5 5BG
Abstract
One ot' the most successful applications of modelling techniq\les in solid
st(!.te has been the use of force balance procedures Go obtain the structure
and energies of defects and impurities in crystalline m<1.teri;\ls. In this
ledure we will sununarise the methodologies used in such c<.1.lcLtl<.1.tions
and will c!;-_,scribe extension of the techniques to the ca!CLL!ation of defect
entropies and free energies. Applic<ttion of the n1ethods will be reviewed,
where we will pay special attention to work on ionic materials, for which
simulation methods have had <tn impact on both our quantitative and
qualitative understanding of defect pl'Ocesses.

Pmcdlel computers in the simulation of Solids and Fluids
David Fincham, Computer Centre, Gniv·ersity of Keele, Staffs, ST.S :SBG
Abstract
These lectures will discus~ the concept of p(!.ra!lelism in computing, explain the technological forces which make it an inevitable development.
They will emphasize that parallel computing requires a completely cl.ifferent computational model from conventional computing. This makes it
ensier for novices than experts. In the real world, everything happens in

parallel, so it ought to be simple to simub.te the world on a parallel com·
puter. Unfortunately, th;• genf"ml tools to do this are not available. Vv"e
have to do it separiltely for every problem and every p<trallel compttt.er.
The lecture~ describe in det.:til two classes of pt"oblem and two types of
paralld computer. Crystalline sotids have long·r,mge order and compar·
atively short·range interactions. They can be simulated on massively
par<tl!el computet·s like the DAP. Examples are ),[onte·Carlo .-;irnula~ion
of lattice spin models, and molecular dynarn.ics of plastic crpt.:ds. ),[olec·
ular liqLtids <tre less ordered: they can also be sirnulatecl on the DAP, flllt
a better approach is to use systolic loop methods on multiple transputers.
Non-Equilibrium methods
D. J. Evans, Research School of Chemistry, Australian National Fniver·
sity, P.O. I3ox ·L Canh~rr<t, ACT :.WOO Australia.

A review is presented ofrnodern computer sinmlation techniques for com·
puting the transport properties of li.uids. Particult~,r emphasis will be
placed on the non-linear transport properties, for example rheological
properties. The exact relationships between aoneqttilibrium computer
simulations and nonequilibriLtm statistical mechanics will also be covered.
This will include a brief discussion of the nonlinear generalisations of the
famous Green·Kltbo relations. The relationship between steady state and
transient fluctuations and the derived properties of steady states will also
be discussed.
Energy ZVIinirnisation L Introduction to periodic systerns

W. C. Mackroclt, LC.I. Chemicals and Polymers Ltd., P.O. Box 8, The
Heath, Runcorn, Ch~shire, \VA7 4QD, U.K.
Abstract
This lecture introduces some of the basic ideas and approximations used
in the real-space energy and free enegry minimisation of periodic systems.
The topics covered will include the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
effective potentials, the shell·rnoclel, minimisation methods, energy min·
im..isation at OK, lattice dynamics in the harmonic approximation, ther·
mal expansion and Cree energy minimisation. Anharmonic effects and
the super-cell approach to the free energy of point defects will also be
di.scussed.
Atomistic simulation of ceramic oxides: the new high Tc superconductors
\"V. C. i\Iackroclt, I.C.I. Chemicals and Polymers Ltd., P.O. Box 8, The
Heath, Runcorn, Cheshire, WA7 4QD, U.K.
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Abstract
Over th~ past decrtcle or so, a~onlist.ic lattice sinutlations ht~ve been used
with. much e!Tect to investigate many of the properties of u~ramic oxides.
The recent discovery of high Tc cer(l.nlic superconductors has presented a
unique opportunity to extend the l'Ztnge of app!icettion of these techniques
still further, at a time when there is almost unprecedented interest in
these mi\terials. This lecture will review recent lattice ccdculations of the
structural, dynamic and point defect pl'Operties of La 2 Cu0.1 and other
ternary cuprates related to high T, superconductivity.

Compute1· Simulation of Inorganic !'v'Iaterials

R. r\. Jackson, Department of Chemistry, Cni versity of Keele. Staff's. ST5
:3BG
Abstract
This lecture will present some recent applications of computer simulation
techniques to inorganic materials. The techniques Gmployed are lattice
energy nllninusation and defect energy mininlisation. Examples ol' applic<ttions will include zeolites, electro-optic semiconductors <tnd high· I~
superconductors.

l'vio!eculat• dynamics

A. J, C. Ladd, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, California,

U. S. A.
Abstract
The basic methodology of equilibriwn molecular dynanlics is described.
Ex:etmples from the literature are used to illustrate how molecular dynanlics has been used to resolve theoretic;.l controversies, provide data
to test theories, <tncl occasionally to discover new phenomena. The ernplwsis is on the application of molecular dynamics to an understanding
of the microscopic physics underlying the transport properties of simple
fluids.
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Path-Inteo-ral

~smtum Simul~J!.Q.\'1

M.J. GILLAN
Physics Department, University of I{eele,
Keele, Staffordshire, U.I\.

The first lecture will develop and explain Feynman's pathintegt·al formalism of quantum-statistical mechanics, and show how it
gives a
natural way of simulating quantum systems in
thermal
equilibrium. I will begin by explaining the theory for a very simple
system, consisting of a single particle in one dimension acted on by an
external potential - a particular example of this is the simple harmonic
oscillator.
I will start from the standard basic expressions for the
partitwn funtion and the thermal averages of observables, and show how
a simple sequence of mathematical operations allows these to be brought
into Feynman's path-integral form; in this form, the quantities of
inter0st are expressed as an integral over cyclic paths of the particle.
This integral can be integrated via a cla3sical Monte Carlo simulation.
This method, generaliz,ed to many particles in three dimensions, gives
a simulation technique for quantum many-body systems. I will discuss
how to calculate some important observables like the energy and
pressure of the system and the radial distribution functions. 1 will also
suggest some simple calculation exercises which allo...,, one to appreciate
the meaning of the technique for simple systems like the harmonic
oscillator. In the application of path-integral techniques to systems
like liquid helium, the incluswn of quantum exchange effects is crucial,
and I plan to indicate how this can be done,

Lecture 2
The second lecture will be concerned with applications of pathintegral simulation, which will be taken from the published literature.
Two classes of problem are of interest; (i) a single quantum partlcle
dissolved in a system of other particles which can be treated classically;
(ii)
systems in which all the particles must be treated quantummechanically. As important examples of the first class, I will
describe the wack of Rahman and Parrinello on an electron dissolved in a
molten salt, and my own work on hydrogen in metals. To illustrate the
second class, I will Lalk about the worlc of Ceperley and Pollock on
liquid helium.

)7
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To>vards realistic model intermolecular potentials

Sarah L. Pl'ice, University Chemical Laboratory, Lensfield Road
Cambridge, CB2 lEIV, England
The realism of computer simulations is usually limited because of
the inaccur·ac.Y of the model intermolecular potential, which forms the
fundamental scientific input into the calculation. We examine the r-easons
for this highly unsatisfactot·y state of affairs by considering the
physical odgins of intermolecular forces, hig·hiighting the approximations
which are usually made in simulations, and discussing the problems in
quantifying· intermolecular potentials by ab-initio methods, or by
fitting t.o experimental data. This emphasises the importance of
choosing a realistic functional form for the potential. The isotropic
atom-atom model potential, which is usually used for modelling polyatomic
molecules, is discussed in contrast with the recent anisotropic
site-site approach to designing model potentials. The electrostatic
intcrCJction can be represented very accurately w-ithm this formalism by
the use of an ab-initio based distributed multipole model. Empirical
anisotropic site-s1te potentials have been used to great effect in a
Molecular Dynamics simulation of liquid chlorine and Monte Carlo
simulations of three phases of benzene. Therefore, we may hope to
perform more realistic simulations in the future, using accurate
model potentials >·lhich have a firmer theoretical basis .

r-rc
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_12_'0. : 1::_1..Q!)te Carlo
f"lethods: D. Frenkel, Fysisck Laboratorium, Rijksuniversiteit,
Sorbonnelaan 4, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
Monte Carlo simulation techniques are discussed, w·ith special
emphasis on those technical aspects that are impol'tant for the simulation
of dense liquids and solids.
In the first throe lectures the Metropolis sampling scheme is
introduced as a special case of importance sampling.
Using simple
example, the choice of the optimum trial move is discussed. Next we
discuss the problems encountered when sampling orientational and
internal deg'rees of freedom. After mtroducing· the MC method as a
technique to measure averages in the canonical ensemble, we briefly
look at simulations in other ensembles, in particular: microcanonical,
isobaric-isothermal and grand-canonical. The latter ensemble forms the
starting point for a discussion of particle msertion techniques to
measure chemical potential. Next we look at general acceptance-ratio
and overlapping distribution schemes.
As an example, we mention
pressure measurements in cases where use of the virial expression is
cumbersome. Finally, we describe thermodynamic integration techniques.
\Ve end our discussion of Monte Carlo simulations with an analysis of its
relative advantages and disadvantages compared with the Molecular
Dynamics method.
In a separate lecture we discuss the application of computer
simulation techniques to the study of phase transitions. Although the
emphasis w·ilJ be on first-order transitions, some attention will be
paid to the problems occurring m the vicinity of continuous phase
transitions.
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,':J.-\ 1: MD of ch<tin molecules and constraint dynamics

J.P. Ryclcaert, Pol de Physique, Faculte de Science, L'niversite Libre
de Druxelles 1 C.P. 223, Bruxelles, C.P. 223, B 1.050 Belgium

Taking n-alkanes as an example, the Introduction will describe the
models most commonly used in l\loleculat· Dynamics to indicate in the
practise the usefulness of models freezing specific degrees of freedom
(fast vibrations) by geometrical constraints.

We will then consider a specific full atomic model of n-alkane
>vhich considers explicitly the CCC bendings and the torsional vibrations
around C-C bonds but freeze all other intramolecular degrees of
freedom by constraints. We will show that this model corresponds
formally to a general model of masspoints particles in interaction
subject to holonomic constraints.

The dynamics of such systems will be expressed in terms of the
cartesian co-ordinates of the particles with explicit constraint forces
in addition to the forces deriving from the potential. The constraint
forces turn out to be expressed in terms of Lagrangian parameters.
These parameters are obtained numerically by solving a set of algebraic
equations which derive from the imposition of the constraint relations
on the numerical trajectory at lhe next time step.

The procedure will be illustrated on a timer with two rigid bonds
and flexible angle to show in particular the need of an iterative
technique for systems with many {sometimes many hundreds) of
constraints. The SHAKE iterative procedure will then be illustrated on
the same example.
The lecture will end with some general comments on n-alkane MD
simulations published in the last 10 years in order to introduce the
spec1fic applications of the next two lectures and more generally to
appt·edate the new perspectives offered by super-computers in the
simulation of mact·omolecular systems.

0.\l ___l_)_
Dr S.C. Parker
University of Bath

Surface properties play a vital role in many technolog·ically
important processes including catalysis and corrosion. However, detailed
experimental studies of the structure and stability of interfaces,
particularly in polar solids are often difficult and ambiguous. Computer
simulation provides a complementary technique for probing the surface
structure, stability and behaviour of defects.

The aim of this lecture is to desribe an approach for modellmg
surfaces and interfaces, the special problems they present to simulators,
and the benefits derived by studying surfaces. The initial part of the
lecture will focus on the static simulation of perfect surface structures
and their corresponding energies.
The principal difficulty arises from
the electrostatic interaction between the charged planes of atoms. A
second feature of surfoce simulations is that surfaces are not necessarily
simple
bulk
termninations and
may be
modified considerably on
t·elaxation.
For example,
those
surfaces
with a
dipole
moment
perpendicular Lo the surface are only stabihsed by large reconstructions,
or adsorption of excess charge.

The second section will describe the extensions required for
modelling the behaviour of defects and impurities of surfaces - again
the major problem is from the long-range electrostatic interactions.
The resolution to ~hese problems will be discussed and the application
of this approach to the segregation of impurities in binary and corundum
structured oxides.
Finally, we will illustrate the scope of these techniques for
modelling technologically relevant problems by descnbing work on the
oxidation of nickel and the role of grain boundaries in enhancing the
growth of Lhe oxide scale.

~imulation

of the thermodynamic anc;I stry_ctur·al

pr~merLies

of minerals

S.C. Parker
University of Bath

The aim of this lecture is to describe the developments in atomistic
simulation techniques which enables us to predict the thermodynamic and
structural properties of mmerals found deep in the Earth and Mantle.
The !Vfantle experiences temperatures from 500 to 4000K and pressures
from 5000 to 105 atmospheres, and has convection currents which give
rise to Plate Tectonics. These conditions prevent detailed experiments on
the thermodynamic properties, thus computer simulat10n provides an
ideal alternative,

The developments -which allow such confident predictions have been
1) derivation of a potential model which can reliably simulate the
interatomic forces of the mantle-forming magnesium silicate minerals
and 2) application of lattice dynamics techniques. As the potential
models will have been discussed in some detail earlier in the Summer
School, I will attempt to highlight both the strengths and limitations of
the lattice dynamics technique. The basis of this approach is energy
minimisation except that free-energy is minimised, and the thermal
component of the free-energy is obtained from the lattice vibrational
frequencies. Its main advantage over molecular dynamics is that it
is computationally quicl{er.

I am confident that the success in predicting the thermodynamic
properties of magnesium silicate polymorphs demonstrates the potential
for this technique for understanding phase stability of any group of
samples of inorganic solids.

Interatomic .Potentials fot• Inorganic Materials
R. A. Jacltson
Department of Chemistry, University of Keele,
Keele, Staffs., ST5 5BG

This lecture has two aims. The
potential model used in the computer
and to discuss the various means of
second is to show how computational
of certain models are overcome.

first is to review the types of
simulation of inorganic materials,
parameterising these models. The
difficulties arising from the use

Inorganic materials are now widely and successfully modelled by
simulation methods, but the success and relevance of this worl~ is
entirely dependent on the availability of reliable potential models. In
many cases, good results may be obtamed using a simple two body
potential model description, with separate terms to describe the long
range and short range interactions. Such models will be described in
the lecture. Naterials, however, such as silicates and aluminosilicates
show a degree of covalency which may be described by a three body
bond-bending term. Inclusion of this term has enabled these materials
to be modelled accurately. The usual method of parameterising these
potentials is by the empirical approach, where potentials are fitted to
to the structure and ct·ystal properties of representative materials,
and transferred to other materials. In cases where such information
is unavailable from experiment, various ab ini_.tj_q_ methods exist,
ranging from electron gas methods to molecular orbital methods, which
enable paramete1·s to be calculated directly.

The ronic character of inorganic materials leads to the need to
calculate electrostatic interactions which are slowly conve!'gent in real
space. The use of the Ewald method, which transforms a slowly
converging sum in real space into two rapidly converging sums in real
and reciprocal space, will be described.

i"!A2:

Sh,s~~t

Chain HolecuJ.es

J.H.R. Clarke, Department of
Chemistry, UMIST, Sackville Street
HAN CHESTER

This lecture will be concerned with molecular dynamics studtes of
liquids and solids composed of short chain molecules.
We shall discuss the factors that need to be considered in choosing
a set of interaction potentials for such systems. The Hamiltonian for
such systems involves two three and four-body intramolecular terms
which define the flexibility of the model. As we have seen one or more
of these can, if necessary, be eliminated by using constraints but
ultimately the choice of interaction potential depends on the system
being studied and the properties that are of interest.

As examples we shall consider the cases of alkane crystals and
alkane liquids. In the former case it is necessary to use a full
atomic description for the intermolecular potential since the structure is
very sensitive to details of the molecular interactions. In the case
of fluids much can be still learned from studies using the "bead" model
in which methylene groups, for instance, are treated as single
interaction sites.
Topics to be discussed here include the chemical transformation
rates between gauche and trans conformers, the evidence available
regarding solvent effects on molecular conformations for small
molecules and also the ways in which molecular flexibility can directly
influence transport properties. The need to ensure the attainment of
equilibrium in such systems where there are slowly relaxing degrees of
freedom will be emphasised.

I-IaL"d\"{<:H'e issues in molecular dynamics algori.thm .design
D. Rapaport
Bar-Illan Universty, Israel

The diversity of architectures on which modern supercomputers are
based presents a serious ob.stacle for the designer of software that is
to operate efficiently in a variety of enviroments. As case studies in
how to live with processor hardware, two very different kinds of
contemporary computE>r design are introduced, one being the familiar
vector computer, the ot.her an experimental loosely-coupled network
of processors.
The basic concepts of each kind of computer that are relevant to
algorithm development are discussed and the manner in which the
machines have been harnessed to the task of large-scale molecular
dynamics simulation are described.
Only by taking into account the specific features of each machine
was it possible to carry out what are the most extensive simulations of
this kind to date, involving as many as 200,000 particles.
These techniques apply to models based on differentiable potentials;
an approach very different from direct numerical integration of the
equations of motion is required for models that employ step potentials.
A method derived from concepts of event-driven simulation and list
processing that proves to be highly effective for problems of this
type is presented.

New results obtained by applying these techniques to the study of
fluid dynamical problems at the microscopic level are briefly
mentioned.

PRl, 2

1"'folecular Simulation of Protein Structure, Dynamics and
Thermodynamics
Charles L. Brooks III
Department of Chemistry
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvanil:"l 15213

A general overview of protein dynamics will be given.
Progress from
1976, when the field first began, to the present will be discussed. The
field of protein simulation will be compared with other simulation
fields. The general form of the protein potential funtion will be
reviewed with a discussion of current force-held parameterization. A
molecular dynamics algorithm for proteins will be presented. Limits
in accuracy of parameterization of the force-field and some problems
associated with incomplete sampling in molecular dynamics will be
discussed. One of the outcomes of molecular simulations of protein
systems is the time-averaged structure; a discussion of how this
structure can be used in the interpretation of biochemical and physical
measurements will be presented. In addition, the mean-squared
amplitudes of atomic fluctuation are comparable to measured temperature
factors in crystallographic experiments. General features of this
comparison will be given, and the importance of atomic fluctuations for
the functwning of proteins will be detailed. Time-dependent
simulations also yield motional information, which in many cases can be
tied to biological function. The types of molecular motions occuring in
proteins will be categorized and discussed in terms of their amplitudes
and timescales. Correlation functions will be mtroduced to describe
the generul features of this motion, and comparisons between calculated
molecular correlation functions and experimentally determined ones will
be given for the example of fluorescence depolarization decay. The
role of Lhe solvent media in modulating and determining protein
behaviour will be presented. Several examples involving the calculation
of protein-ligand interactions and alterations of protein stability upon
introduction of site-directed mutations will be detailed. The general
utility of this type of calculation for understanding problems in drug
design and protein engineenng will be discussed.
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DEfiNITION AND PROPERTIES

-High temperature phase (O.D.I.C.)
-Structure and mechanical behaviour
-Onentational disorder
-i>"lolecular motion: vibrations, librations free rotations or rotational
jumps
Sii\'IULATION TECHNIQUES

-Potentials: site-site, atom-atom, coulombic interactions (ionic
systems)
-Algorithms: generalized coordinates, cartesian coordinates
(constraints)
-Constant temperature, constant pressure
APPLICATIONS

-Orlentational disorder: structure factor, order-parameters, DebyeWaller factor, orientahonal probabilty density functions (symmetry·
adapted functions)
-Molecular rotations: direct evidence, time evolution of the order
parameters
-Rotational jump frequencies: determination of the residence time,
relaxhon of the order parameters.
-Collective modes.
STRUCTURE OP THE ORDERED PHASES AND PHASE TRANSITIONS
-Constant pressure simulation of the ordered phases
-Transition between low temperature ordered phases and high
temperature disordered ones, reverse transition.
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Calculatiqns For

D~fects

In Solids.

G. de Lorenzi
University of Trento
Italy

The evaluation of Free Energies for point defects in solids is a
particularly subtle task, because it involves the evaluation of a
small quantity (of the order of one particle) as the difference between

two very large quantltites (of the order of the total number, N, of
particles).

The statistical error of separate estimates of the absolute free

energies is then often larger than the difference itself, and methods
t.o directly evaluate only the difference have to be used. The
Monte Carlo Overlapping Distribution Nethod to perform this type
of calculation 1.·rill be reviewed in some detail, and applied as an
example to calculate the formation and migration free energies for
vacancies in a Lennard-Janes crystal.

Other ways to approximately estimate free energies for point
defects in solids are however possible, due to the fact that in solids the
1:1toms remain localized near lattice sites, exploring only low lying
regions of the potential energy surface. The morphology of the
potential energy surface near equilibrium configurations of the perfect
and defective crystal, as well as close to saddle points for defect
migration, is smooth and well defined. One can then approximate the
potential energy surface, close to these equilibrium points, with many
dimensional parabolas, and evaluate the free energy analytically,
without statistical error, from the corresponding force constants.
By repeating the calculation at different volumes, one can then
evaluate the pressure and all the thermodynamical quantities of
interest, including constant volume and constant pressure free energies.
V1:1rious aspects and intricacies of the quasi-harmonic approximation, will
be discussed, in connection with its adequacy for
defects in solids {rare gases, ionic solids, metals, semiconductors).
Finally, the dynamical effects in atomic motion, not included
in the traditional rate theory approach, and therefore not evaluated
in a free energy calculations will be discussed. The generalization
of Rate Theory to include dynamical effects {SM-ART) will be presented,
together with the most relevant results that have been recently obtained
for the isotope effect. The predictions of these purely dynamical
effects can only be evaluated by direct molecular dynamics
simulation; its use in the present context will be reviewed.

AQ1,2,

Molecular DYQ.§lmics Simulations q.f

K. Heinzinger
Max-Plancl;:-Institut fur Chemie (Otto-Hahn Institut), Maim::,
Federal Republic of Germany

The structural and dynamical properties of aqueous alkali halide
and alkaline earth chloride soluLions are reported. The rigid 81'2 and
the flexible BJH model for water are employed in the simulations. The
ion-water interactions are derived either by modelling the ions as
Lennard-Janes spheres with an elementary charge in the centre or from
ab initio calculations.
The structures of the solutions are described by radial distribution
functions, the orientation of the water molecules and their geometrical
arrangement in the hydration shells of the ions. The changes of the
hydration numbeL's with ion size are discussed.
The dynamical
properties of ions and water molecules-e.g, self-diffusion coefficient,
spectral densities of hindered translations, hbrations and vibrations have been calculated from various autocorrelation functions. They are
reported separately for the three water subsystems
bulk water,
hydration water of the cation and of the anion - in order to investigate
the single ion effect.

The effecL of pressure, temperature, and ionic concentrations on
various structural and dynamical properties of the solutions are
demonstrated by examples. In addition the changes in the structure of
water caused by Lennard-Janes and platinum walls are reported.

i"'A3 LDJlg Chain Molecules

J.H.R. Clarke
Department of Chemistry, UMIST
Sackville Street, Manchester
Much of our current understanding of the properties of polymers is
based on the successful application of statistical dynamical theories to
conceptually simple models which emphasise entropic effects and ignore
the detailed structures of individual chains. In dense polymers however
conformational fluctuations are greatly restricted by cross linking,
excluded volume effects, entanglements and specific interactions.
In
order to understand the mechanical behaviour it is necessary to take
specific account of monomer level interactions. A similar approach is
necessary to provide a quantitative understanding of solvent effects on
polymer conformation in solution.

In general polymers are characterised by a very wide range of relaxation
Limes. Useful molecular dynamics simulations are only possible for single
(short) chains or for the dense regime close to the glass transition
where most of the slow processes {e.g. diffusion) have been frozen out
and where mechanical properties are determined mainly by the high
frequency motions in the system. Methods for preparing equilibrium
samples of dense polymers will be discussed and the use of constant
stress molecular dynamics for studying the deformation and relaxation of
polymers will be outlined.
Examples will be described of computer simulation studies which have
been used to study the effect of solvent on the conformation of single
polymer chains and also the way in which the mechanical properties of
both ordered and entangled chains are influenced by direct interactions.
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CCP5 Literattlre Survey 1987- Addendum
The following references are to be added to the l987literi\ture survey given in the [as~
editi,:~n of this newsletter. Our thanks go to those who contribL!ted them.
8ishop :VI., Frinks S <tnd ~~Ieier A.,
Oimension<tl Color L\'[olewl<tr Gr<tphics
Comput. Chem. ll (1987)::\0l.
Tbn~e:

Bishop

~L

Logan D. and \Iithel$ .J.P.J.,
Applicatlon ol· <t Parallel Computer System to Polymer Calcul<ttions

TlH:or. Chim ..\eta 72 ( 198/) 29!.
Loose VV. and Hess S.,
Vdocity Distribution function of a Streaming Gas via NonequilibriLUH 1~:Iolecubr DynamJCS
Pl1ys. Rev. Len. 58 ( 1987) ~~14:1-'15.
R<tpaport 0.
Algorithms for Lattice Statistics,
Comput. Phys. Reports 5 ( L98T) 265.

Rapaport D.
Percolat-ion on CC\rge L<1.ttices
PhiL ~dag. 8 .'Jfl ( 1987) l0:2T.
Rctpaport D.
),Iicroscale Hydrodynamics: Discrete Purticle Simulations of E<;olvin.r; Flow Patterns
Phys. Rev A :16 {1987) 3"288.
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